’Genocide’

)artan Dail

(;enocide
In the Sudan"
v. ill he subject of an in-depth
discussion by Laic() Tongun,
23 -year -old Sudanese
refugee.
Toogun’s speech
w ill begin at 2 p.m. tumorros. in JC 141, sponsored by
the Black Studies Department.
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SJS Arabs
Plan Week
Activities
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This week is Palestine Week.
The SJS Organization of Arab Students has planned activities for this
week culminating with a speech by
Colin D. Edwards, British free-lance
foreign correspondent, on Thursday.
Today, there will be a teach-in at 1
p.m. in the College Union Costanoan
Room to discuss "Zionism and Imperialism" and "The Arabs in Israel."
Tomorrow another teach-in at 1 p.m.
also in the Costanoan Room will examine "The Palestinian Revolution."
Films and slides will be shown at 4 p.m.
in Engr. 132.
On Thursday, a noon rally will be held
followed by a speech by Edwards at 1
p.m. in the Costanoan Room. He will
speak on "The Palestinians - Freedom
Fighters."
Edwards has visited the Middle East
many times and was invited last February by the Union of Palestinian Students to attend the Second International
Symposium on Palestine, held in
Kuwait, as a speaker and participant.
He has met the Palestine guerrillas
and lived with them. He recorded the Al
Fateh spokesman, Vasir Arafat in
Damascus, Laila Khaled in Lebanon,
and the representatives of the various
guerrilla groups in Jordan.
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Although a little young for the Spartan Daily staff, this young man increases
readership by seeing that the paper gets to the students, lie performs his
task as voluntary newsboy while waiting for his mother who attends class.
Today newsboytomorrow editor?
Daily photo by Dave Thurber

A.C. Reviews Administrative Posts

Committee Okayed
10
3,

o

By RELDA ADLER
Daily Political Writer
The Academic Council passed a
motion yesterday that would allow for
the appointment of a special committee
which would review and develop policies pertaining to the functions of all
administrative positions above the
level of department chairman.
The executive committee of the Academic Council will appoint this special
committee whose purpose shall be
reviewing and -or developing policies
and procedures pertaining to the
appointment, authority, and functions
of all administrative positions above
the level of department chairman.
It was the general feeling of the council that the existing regulations contain
no systematic statement regarding
these areasappointment, authority
and functionsof the executive -level
administrators.
The executive-level includes staff
deans and administrators functioning
above the level of school dean.
The council also moved that if a
majority of faculty members and students voting in the Academic Fairness
Committee )AFC) recommend favorably on a student’s petition, the pro’

Horwitz
David Horwitz, the editor of
"Ramparts" magazine, will
speak at 8 p.m. tomorrow in
the Loma Phew Room in the
College Union. His appearance is sponsored by the
Experimental
College
ExC

fessor involved, and his department
will be given ten college working days
to comply with the AFC recommendation or show cause for the AFC to reconsider.
If no agreement can be reached between the AFC and the professor, the
AFC shall recommend that the aca-

demic vice president take the "appropriate action."
In the event that the Academic Vice
President’s decision is not in accord
with the AFC recommendation, they
shall make an effort to resolve their
differences regarding disposition of the
case.

Disputed Photo Exhibit
Reopens in Art Building
By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Entertainment Writer
Cheri Brownton’s photographic
exhibit ( the one that everyone’s talking
about) reopened yesterday in the Art
Building’s storeroom gallery after
being closed down temporarily last
week. ( See photo page 2.)
Although an unnamed San Jose resident complained to State Senator Clark
Bradley ( R, San Jose) last Tuesday
charging "hard core’ pornography,"
Art Department Chairman Fred Spiatt
found the SJS graduate’s photos to be
"within established policy" of the

department.
Her subjects I which include nude
couples and reproductive organs)
though, to some, are of a somewhat
shocking nature, artistically show Miss
Brownton’s creative and delicate handling of simple subjects within an abbreviated setting.
Her best picture is a "family portrait" with a nude man and woman
reclining on a bed, surrounded by three
young children. Miss Brownton shot
this scene looking downward on the
group and this enhances the touching
quality.
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Doctorate Requirement
Provokes Controversy
By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Daily Political Writer
A number of otherwise qualified
teachers will not be retained at SJS because they have not yet completed their
doctorates.
In October 1970 the president issued
new interim retention, tenure, and promotion procedures, which stated the
policy of the college would be to grant
tenure only to instructors who hold the
doctorate or appropriate terminal
degree.
This policy decision and its effect on
the campus community was discussed
with Dr. Ted Benedict, acting academic
vice-president, who, as special assistant to the president, helped form the
current tenure policy.
Dr. Joachim Stenzel, chairman of the
foreign languages department, also
gave his comments on the doctorate
requirement for tenure.
RECOMMENDED
Lila Garfinkel, Michael Tillotson and
Jacqueline Lohr, foreign language
instructors, were all recommended for
tenure by their department, school and
college tenure committees and then
again recommended for tenure by their
grievance committees.
President Bunzel, however, citing the
three candidates’ lack of doctorates,
overruled the committee recommendations and declined to renew contracts
for the three instructors.
Dr. Benedict said one of the reasons
for the doctorate requirements is that
SJS "is maturing and so are the California state colleges.
"The accredidation of an institution
is indicated by the quality of its faculty.
One of the key indicators of a faculty’s
quality is its terminal credentials," Dr.
Benedict explained.
DOCTORATES
Doctorates, however, are not
requirements for tenure in all departments. ’’Infields where the doctorate is
not common, and in vocational fields
where experience may be substituted
for academic training," the president’s
tenure procedures remove the doctorate requirement.
Dr. Stenzel claims the foreign language department met before the
president issued his new policy decision
on tenure and the group decided that
doctorates are not the primary requirement for tenure within the department.
One of the reasons for this department decision, Dr. Stenzel reports, is
because "we didn’t want teachers to
neglect their duties to students to
pursue doctorates."
Dr. Benedict contends the "doctorate
is the appropriate terminal degree for
foreign language" instruction at SJS.
It has been determined, Dr. Benedict
stated, that the foreign language doctorate is widely offered and "can be
done."
Dr. Benedict acknowledged that

teachers can neglect their teaching
duties to pursue required doctorates.
RELUCTANT
"We are more and more reluctant to
hire non -doctorate teachers because we
get this distracted service from them,"
he said. But he quickly modified his
statement by saying that working on
doctorates "may make an instructor a
better teacher, if his doctorate work
was in an area related to his teaching."
Dr. Benedict stressed it is the president’s responsibility to make college
tenure policy and all decisions reached
on the department level are made as
recommendations to the president.
A section of the president’s tenure
procedures leads many faculty members to believe a doctorate degree isn’t
an absolute requirement for tenure.
That section says a candidate for
tenure who lacks the appropriate
terminal degree "may nevertheless be
favorably considered for tenure or

probation "if two-thirds of the members of the departmental, school, and
all-college committees judge that the
candidate has "demonstrably earned
tenure or promotion."
UNANIMOUS
When asked if Garfinkel, Tillotson
and Lohr received two-third approval
in the committees Dr. Stenzel answered, "To my knowledge the school,
college and grievance committee were
unanimous in their recommendations."
He said, however, one of the three
instructors passed the department
tenure proceedings by a 19 to 3 vote.
Dr. Stenzel also referred to the
faculty tenure procedures which say
only in "rare instances" and for "compelling reasons" will the president
overrule the recommendations of a
grievance panel.
Dr. Stenzel said, "I find it difficult to
find it a rare instance when three out of
three don’t get it (tenure)."

President-Elect Buck
Confidently Takes Office
By ROBERT PELLERIN
Daily Political Writer
Newly elected A.S. President Mike
Buck confidently began his first week in
office yesterday despite the fact that
his job is not yet a certainty.
Buck’s presidency remains in jeopardy pending a Judiciary decision due
by May 21. At that time, the justices
will decide if charges of violations in
the general election are valid.
If the alleged violations are proved to
be substantial enough, the election will
be thrown out and a new one ordered.
"We’re not waiting for that decision,"
said Buck yesterday. "We’re already
getting people together and beginning
work on our campaign proposals."
The charges claim the election procedure was mismanaged and that defeated presidential candidate Jim
Ferryman exceeded the legal number
of handouts and posters.
Buck said the Judiciary decision will
probably affect all candidates in the
election, not just the presidential candidates. He refused to comment further,
maintaining that the executive branch
should not "meddle" with the Judiciary.
"I think Act 24 which states election
procedure) should be discarded and a
voting machine brought in," commented Buck. "Also, some neutral
body, not the A.S. president, should
appoint the election board, It is a very
political body."
AW

AMY

But Buck was most concerned yesterday with implementing his new plans.
Speaking quickly and surely, he outlined his ideas.
"Our most immediate project is the
survey of married students," said
Buck. "We must find out what type of
housing they want. If we can get the
survey done by June 15, we’ll be able to
qualify for federal funding of new housing."
The president said the San Antonio
Projecta plan to remodel downtown
San Josehas been scrapped. That
project included a plan for twin dorms
for SJS single students. Buck said
federal funds can still be obtained, but
he wants to use it for married students
housing.
"We have to get something better
than ’Spartan Slum’ (Spartan City) for
our married people," added Buck.
MEETS INFORMALLY
Buck was scheduled to meet informally with the new A.S. councilmen
yesterday.
In the more formal council meeting
scheduled tomorrow, Buck said he
would ask for an honorary Lifetime
A.S. membership for former vice-president Terry Speizer. He said he will also
request a weekend retreat at which last
year’s council members would orientate the new members with their jobs.
Both proposals were successfully
vetoed by past president Bill Langan
last week.

AWAY
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Rent Is Cheap at SJS Spartan City

Married Students Live in Barracks
By MINGO MAZZEI
Daily Investigative Reporter
Nestled in the SJS South Campus is Spartan City, the
official college housing for married students. At first
glance, one may wonder why anyone would want to live
there.
Rather depressing in its appearance, Spartan City
consists of 148 World War II army barracks, moved in
shortly after the war.
In its early beginnings, said Coordinator Duane Welch,
Spartan City was used to handle war veterans who wanted
to return to college. The complexes were taken over by
Auxiliary Enterprises in 1948.
Except for minor repairs, said Miss Welch, the structures have remained the same.
Rent was the main reason given by tenants as the major
advantage of Spartan City. Students with families pay $51
a month rent to live in the two bedroom apartments. One
bedroom apartments cost $46.50 a month. The rent covers
water and garbage service for both one and two bedroom
apartments and gas and electricity for the single bedroom
complexes.
APPLICATION RESTRICTIONS
In order to be eligible to apply for Spartan City, Miss
Welch stated that the applicant must be an enrolled
student at SJS at the time he applies. Persons can apply
through the housing office, it was noted. "The reason you
must be enrolled at the time you apply," Miss Welch said
"is because it keeps the waiting list down. It is the only
way that seems fair."
Currently the average waiting period is, six to ten
months, Miss Welch noted. Students may live in the complexes for a maximum of four years, but she said that "the
average stay in Spartan City is two years."
Residents don’t have to worry about keeping their lawn
mowed, said Miss Welch, because gardeners are provided
by Spartan City maintenance shop. The maintenance shop
also handles repairs on the complexes.

Marvin Spitsleger is in charge of the Maintenance Shop
at Spartan City. He reports that he doesn’t get "too much
trouble" from the tenants. "Just once in a while, but I find
most of them cooperative."
Spitsleger noted that the residents of Spartan City are
free to paint the interior of their apartment with paint provided by Spartan City. He notes that quite a few residents
take advantage of this opportunity. "They have six different colors to choose from," said Spitsleger, "but the most
popular are beige and yellow."
About the biggest problem Spitsleger has in maintaining Spartan City is with dogs, he said. "They’re dot’s)
against, the rules, but they have them anyway." He did
note, however that cats are allowed in the one bedroom
apartments.
All apartments are furnished, according to Miss Welch.
Tenants may move their own furniture in, she said, but
the rent remains the same. If they wish to lay carpet or
panel the walls, ( which she noted that many residents
have), they cannot take such improvements when they
leave, she continued. The only furniture that tenants are
required to furnish themselves is a refrigerator and a
washing machine.
RENT PAW MONTHLY
Residents pay their rent on the first of each month, at
the cashier’s office. Miss Welch noted that Auxiliary
Enterprises have an advantage over other landlords,
since, "if a tenant doesn’t pay his rent, Auxiliary Enterprises has the power to stop all of the violator’s transcripts and records until the rent is paid up." They can
also hold grades and registration packets, she added.
Most of the families living in Spartan City, according to
Miss Welch are either young couples with no children, or
very young families. Because of the lack of room, couples
expecting their first child when they move into Spartan
City are placed in a one bedroom apartment and later
transferred to a two bedrom bedroom complex after the
child is born
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DISMAL SCENEFirst impressions of Spartan City are
not always (mutable, hut its tenants like the low rent. Pictured above Is a one bedroom apartment. One bedroom

complexes are separated from the two bedroom apartments by Spartan Stadium. There is a total of 148 complexes which once were World War II barracks.
Daily photo by Dave Thurber
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Editorials

Dark Acres Drop
SJS is building an ultra -modern science building, a futuristic parking
garage and an electronically -equipped business building, but it lives in the
I )ark Ages as far as dropping classes is concerned.
S.IS students now have only three weeks from the beginning of the semester
to drop unwanted classes. After that too-brief period, students must go
through an elaborate petitioning process in order to unload the albatross
;iround their necks.
Chancellor Glenn Dumke has gone along with the short drop period, believing that the short period will keep students from signing up for classes that
they don’t really want or need.
Dumke reasons that the classroom overcrowding would be eased if a short
drop period were enforced, since students would register only for classes they
really want or need.
lowever, we believe that if Dumke and the trustees were to really investigate the situation, they would find that relatively few students drop classes because they simply don’t like the professor or the course material.
Most students have legitimate and understandable reasons for dropping a
class. Some must unload a class because it no longer fits into a job schedule.
Others can no longer keep up with the work in one of their classes because of
illness.
It’s insane and inexcusable for the college to force students with legitimate
reasons for dropping a class to suffer with miles of red tape or an "F" grade, if
the petition is rejected.
More importantly, it’s ridiculous for the college to set any kind of final date
for dropping classes at all. Now that most junior colleges are giving students
long periods to drop a class, SJS should not be clinging to the high schoolish
tradition of setting a date for dropping classes.
We believe that students should be able to drop classes until the day of the
final exam. Moreover, dropping classes should be allowed for any reasonnot
only those judged "reasonable" by the registrar.
And instead of making the student fill out complicated forms before allowing
him to unload a class, he should be able to simply tell the professor to strike his
name from the gradebook.
Mike Buck, newly -elected Associated Students president, campaigned on a
platform of allowing SJS students to "rise from their‘secondtlass citizenship".
and "determine their own destinies." The three-week drop period should be
one educational stumbling block for the new administration to tackle.
Academic freedom means little if it is only the right to pick a class from the
schedule of classes booklet and hope it fits the students’ needs.
To paraphrase the words of SJS counselor Thornton Hooper, let’s make the
college exist for the students instead of the other way around.

Animosity Grows
Animosity, nurtured by bitter rent strikes, is growing between landlord and
student tenants in the college community.
A strike resolved last week exposes some of the problems which has led to
chronic uncooperation and mutual inconsideration by the embattled parties.
Ten students, arguing that their two story house had decayed to the point
where it no longer was inhabitable, refused to pay rent until their grievances
were acknowledged by the landlord.
Finally, after legal action became enmeshed in technicalities, the owner relented and accepted the tenant demand for a substantial rent reduction.
Owner John C. Burchinal said afterward he conceded because "I just want
them to go away." He said "I just want to start over again with new tenants
tenants with new attitudes." He has a good idea which should be reversed and
made applicable to property owners.
What is needed is a new attitude. Armed with the excuse the property
shouldn’t be maintained because it will only sustain tenant damage is no
excuse for allowing housing to run down. The college community is presently
alive with complaints about poor facilities, faulty plumbing, and shoddy quarters. Yet owners continually charge excessive rents in expectation of summer
vacancies and expensive damage.
A contractual understanding must be reached between tenant and landlord
whereby lower rents are levied contingent upon upkeep of property.

"At those prices, he can get himself another bear!"

Letters To The Editor

Misinformation; Thanks
Majors Errors
Editor:
While those of us who work in the
Graduation Section of the Registrar’s
Office agree that the major should be
listed upon the Bachelor diploma for the
graduating student, we would also point
out three major errors in your editorial
of May 6. 1971 (Diplomas Lacking):
I. ...the diploma is the only concrete
symbol students have to prove that they
were graduated from the college.- In
fact the diploma is proof of nothing; it is
not accepted as proof of groduation by
any firm or other school. The only
proof of graduation is an official transcrift which shows the exact degree
(major included) which the student received.
2. -It would seem only logical that the
Office of Admissions and Records spend
the little extra time and money..." In fact
it is the student who pays for the
diploma, not the Office of Admissions
and Records. As of now the Director of
Admissions and records is investigating
how much extra expense would be involved for the student if the mojor is also
listed upon the diploma.
3. -...Admissions and Records Office
to begin writing majors on
the
diplomas... -In fact the Office of Admis-

To The Left
By Ted James
SJF
Those who charge that the peace
treaty referendum was "misleading"
hovenot stated the wording of the
referendum alongside of their charge.
The wording is clear, and the conclusion
one must draw from it is important:
-We the students of SJS are not at war
with the people of Indochina. Therefore,
we fully support the Joint Treaty of
Peace with the peoples of North and
South Vietnam. In doing so, we demand
that SJS end all complicity with the war
by dissolving its contract with the Pentagon’s Reserve Officer’s Training Corps
and by disassociating itself from military
and war -related industrial recruiting."
Those who oppose the treaty assume
that the government will end the war on
its own, via Nixon’s "plan." They cynically divide the Indochina War from the
institutions that make up the system
here. They say that the war is an error
and will be ended by our "leaders"in
the face of escalations like Laos and the
purchase of 30 -year offshore oil leases
in Southeast Asia by American oil companies.
On the other hand the supporters of
the treaty put their faith in people and
action aimed at disrupting the ability of
the government to continue the war.
We feel the war isn’t a -mistake" and
that Nixon has no intention of total withdrowal. Therefore to end the destruction
of the people and land and the death of
thousands more, we feel that people
must be real about confronting the war
makers.
Last Tuesday’s demonstration against
ROTC and the camp -in and fast held by
students were positive steps towards
overcoming apathy and cynicism. After
the ROTC demonstration, one cadet resigned for moral and political reasons. If
a brood coalition of people on this
campus and in the country unite around
the peace treaty we can end the war by
stopping the war makers.

sions and Records does not write anything upon the diploma. It is printed by a
company whose employees make the
entire diploma.
We feel that these corrections should
be published for the information of the
student. There is enough misinformation
and
between this office and the
students without the Daily’s editorials
adding to it. We would suggest that the
editors contact Mr. John Montgomery to
find out what further progress and
information has been discovered concerning this issue.
(Mrs.) S. Clarke
(Mrs.) A. Wiinikka
Graduation Clerks

’Fine Article’
Editor:
The Committee for Open Media wants
to thank Joyce Krieg and the Spartan
Daily for the fine article and the editorial
support.
We do need people to help right now
and this summer. Especially needed are
students and faculty who are active in
some particular citizen’s group like ZPG,
NOW, The Tax Payers Association, the
SJLF, or the John Birch Society. Such
people can help us get access to TV for
spokesmen representing their groups.
Please call me at extension 2354 or
Bruce Kitchin at 354-1643.
Phil Jacklin
Philosophy Department

Staff Comment

’Totally Ugly’
By MINGO MAZZEI
Some call it art. Unfortunately, to
some of us nonprofessional art critics,
the censored art display in the Art Building was a far cry from what is known as
art.
Viewing the display Monday night,
while passing through the Art Building,
both my companion and I questioned the
validity of this show as art. If there was
art value it was buried in the apparently
confused mind of the photographer.
Nudity in photography can be both
sensitive and creative. It can portray a
feeling of beauty if appropriately used.
But the art that was on display in the Art
Building was cold, senseless and totally
ugly.
The photographer said it wqs a satire.
Obviously the satire was appreciated
only by Miss Brownton and Dr. Spatt.
Satire of this type is really unnecessary,
I’m sure Miss Brownton has a better
imagination than that.
If that is any indication of the caliber
of art students that are emerging from
four years of education in the SJS Art
Department, then I suggest that the
department take a long look at itself.
But, the Art Department has a right to
be disturbed about the censorship of the
display. It was useless to close the show.
This action only emphasized the showing
and enraged more people. If it were left
alone possibly at best, 10 per cent of the
student body would have given it a passing glance.
Miss 3rownton’s display should be
shown, but it is hoped that her next
showing will be improved.
Art with a purpose is lacking in much
of today’s "modern art.- If a work is
going to be so obscure that only the
artist and his close associates recognize
and appreciate its full potential, then
that work has badly failed as a social
message. It becomes instead a selfish
and meaningless object.

After living with roommates for a few
years. I have discovered that I have
become a mother.
By mother, I do not mean in the sense
of, You mother... I mean mother in the more traditional
connotation of someone who is concerned about the health, education,
whereabouts and what the Hell ore you
up to
of the persons who you are living
with.
Going one step further, I look upon my
roommates as my children.
lam not writing this column to expose
my idiotsyncracy, but rather because. I
suspect that there are a good many
other mothers among the ranks of us
Spartans.
This will be an attempt to tell what my
behavior is in my mother capacity and
my explanation for my behavior. I am
sure this will not sound like a psychologist’s dissertation, because I don’t
know that many three -syllable nonsensical words.
When my roommates catch the sniffles or contract stomach and headache
pains, I find myself recommending to
cover up, to drink liquids and to watch
daytime television. I advise them not to
go to school because there is no sense in
feeding a sick dog sauerkraut.
When my roommates don’t go to
school. I point out to them that how can
you get structured education if you don’t
allow yourself the opportunity to be
structuralized. Besides, I add, our society
requires that you get on institutionalized
education.
But, my roommates say, school makes
them sick.
Of course, I say (getting in the last
word like a mother always does), how
else could you adjust to a sick society?
Probably when my maternal (for lack
of a more descriptive word) instinct
beams through the most is when my ’
roommates are about to leave for someplace. I feel compelled to ask, -Where
are you going? When will you be back?
What ore you going to do? With whom?"
This is when they ask, -Who are you,
our mother?! snap back, -Well, yes. I also worry about the moral character
of my roommates. I consider myself
liberal in this respect. I don’t want my
roommates to be immorally -deprived,
but I at least wanflhern to have a rating
that is not below turpitude.
Although my standards for choosing
my roommates are necessarily low, I
would hope that I could introduce them
to my parents with a minimum of shock
and horror. I constantly then ask my
roommates, -Will you please try to approach decency?"
The question really at hand is, -What
would make a male college student
assume the mother role?- The answer
might be a serious defect in my personality. This, however, hardly seems likely.
Perhaps the answer can be found by
probing the depths of my subconscious.
This, I think, would turn up little except a
paraphernalia of pornography.
I suspect the real basis for my motherly concerns stems from my roommates
themselves. Perhaps they are misguided
children, and my maternal concern is
only natural.
Whatever the reason, it seems clear to
me that being a mother to my roommates is a thankless job. Not only do
they make mockery of my concern and
guidance, but they didn’t even give me a
Mother’s Day card.
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News Review

Major Speech Scheduled

Dorm Hosts Morse
Morse Raps Vietnam War During SJS Stay

Lindsay Off Case
Compiled From Associated Press

Its TIM OSTIA( s
nails Staff Wriicr
Speaking softly and Informally, a seemingly exhausted Wayne Morse, former Senator from Oregon,
discussed the background
of the current Southeast
Asia conflict and reminisced about his 24 years in
the Senate, yesterday with
a group of 35 students in a
College Union Pacifica
Room seminar.
Before the seminar Morse delivered three one-hour
lectures to class sessions.
His schedule will remain
fast paced today with class
lectures scheduled at 9:30
a.m. in ED 214, 11 a.m. in
ED 344 and 2 p.m. in CH 355
prior to his major speech
tonight at 8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
One of the first doves in
Congress, Morse continued
his attack on the Vietnam
war during his appearances here.
"If Nixon continues to
follow this line we are certain of leaving a legacy of
all out war in Asia that will
at least remain for your
generation’s children,"
Morse contended. "It
should be clear to everyone
that we can never win."
Morse said he has never
questioned the sincerity of
the Eisenhower administration (of which Nixon

SAN RA1-’AEL, Calif.Superior Court Judge Alan A. Lindsay disqualified himself yesterday from hearing the murder kidnap trial of black militant Angela Davis and her co-defendant, Ruchell Magee.
Lindsay’s ruling throws the question of choosing a judge to
hear pretrial motions in the case back to the California
Judicial Council.
Before announcing his disqualification, Lindsay told the
court he believed Magee was not competent to act as his own
attorney.
Lindsay, of Alameda County, was appointed by the council
after Inyo County Superior Court Judge John P. McMurray
withdrew from the case when challenged for cause by
Magee. Magee accused McMurray of racial prejudice.

U.S. ’Heading for Trouble’
10

WASHINGTONThe Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, head of
the U.S. Civil Rights Commission and president of Notre
Dame University said yesterday America is "heading for
more and more trouble" unless there is a moral reawakening
on civil rights.
Hesburgh predicted that America would become a divided
nation, experience continuing social friction and see greater
frustration on the part of minorities if the commitrnents to
equal rights during the past two decades are not honored.
In a report on federal civil rights enforcement policies, the
commission found that "major inadequacies remain and the
federal government is not yet in a position to claim that it is
enforcing the letter, let alone the spirit of civil rights laws."

Talk About Loose Change...
CAMP HILL, Pa.State police spent about nine hours Sunday night and yesterday morning picking up an estimated
240,000 nickels from along U.S. 11 after the coins spilled out of
a tractor trailer carrying 43,000 pounds of change.
According to the driver of the truck, the nickels poured
from the trailer when the load shifted as he braked to avoid
hitting a car entering the highway.
The truck was bound from Columbus, Ohio to Lancaster,
Pa., banks with 8184,000 worth of new nickels from the Denver, Colo. mint.
A state police spokesman said troopers shifted sand and
dirt along the road and recovered all of the five-cent pieces.

Outstanding students in
the School of Business will be
honored at the 13th annual
School of Business Achievement Banquet to be held
tomorrow at the Little
New York Restaurant,
1400 Martin Ave., in Santa
Clara.
Tickets are $4 for students
and $6.50 for all nonstudents. The tickets may be
obtained in Room three of
Building 0, Seventh and San
Carlos streets near , the
Foreign Language Building.
Speaking at the banquet
will be James Bishop, deputy
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Floating Mark Hikes Prices
NEW YORKThe floating German mark means a higher
price for Volkswagens in the United States, more exports of
American grain, and less threat to steelworker jobs.
For Washington, it means fewer worries about the balance
of payments. And for the tourist, it may mean higher prices
for that trip down the Rhine.
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will continue to entrench
the United States in Asia
until it is virtually impossible for us to get out.
"I served with Nixon
when he was a Senator and
he was a devoted McCarthyite then," Morse charged. "He still holds these
same beliefs today."
The former Senator feels

the United States would
probably have been out of
Vietnam by 1964 if John
Kennedy, a close personal
friend, had not been assasinoted.
"Kennedy made a bad
mistake when he allowed
himself to be used by the
pentagon to escalate the
war," Morse said.

10th streets. Students who
wish to apply for extensions
or work permits that expire
in May, June and July 1971
should extend them at that
time.
Seminar on Nonviolence, 7
p.m., Jonah’s Wail. "Nonviolence and Racial Justice."
Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m.,
C.U. Costanoan A. Film,
"Grand Canyon."
Accounting Lab, 7 p.m.,
LC 301.
Political Science Association, 2 p.m., C.U. Almaden.
All political science students
interested in setting up a
tutoring service for fellow
political science students
please attend.

chief of Newsweek’s Washington Bureau. Bishop has
been reporting the business,
entertainment, and aerospace news in Southern California for the last three
years.
Prior to joining the Newsweek staff in 1958, Bishop
attended Colby College in
Waterville, Maine, where he
graduated with a B.A. in
English.
Bishop is a member of .the
Society of Experimental Pilots; Sigma Delta Chi, the
national journalism society;
and the Racquet and Tennis
Club in New York. He has
done free-lance writing and
book reviews and is a coauthor of "Let the Seller
Bewarethe
Consumer
Revolution," a book about
the contemporary consumer
movement.
According to Scot Urlaub,

Bowling
Special
Available
Beginning this week, and
continuing for the rest of the
semester, a special bowling
rate will be available to SJS
students in the College Union
Games Area.
According to Terry Gregory, games area manager,
students will be able to bowl
for 25 cents per game. However, this special rate will be
available only at the following times: Monday through
Friday from noon until 3
p.m., and Sunday from 6
p.m. until closing.
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not recognize the new resident. Those who did were
treated to Morse’s outspoken
opinions of the Vietnam War,
the Colley trial, Reagan’s
non -income tax, Lyndon
Johnson and Richard Nixon.

Dr. Bickel’s
Speech
Honor students and others
who were unable to attend
the Honors Convocation this
year will have the opportunity to listen to Dr. Alexander
Bickel’s tape-recorded address on "Congress, the President, and the Power to
Wage War."
The tape is available in the
library on the fourth floor in
the Humanities Department.
Extra programs for the
Honors Convocation will also
be available in the Faculty
Of fices,Room 127, while they
last.
2e XEROX
COPIES
TO SJS STUDENTS

it COLLEGE COPY
42 E. SAN ANTONIO
217-1811
OPEN 7 DAYS

8: 30a. m. to 9: 30 p.m.
*41-1644uNt4ust441-414-141

EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

finance senior, the students
to be honored at the 7:30 p.m.
banquet were chosen on the
basis of academic achievement and activities in the

School of Business.
Further information on
Bishop, the guest speaker, or
the dinner may be obtained
by calling Ex. 2695.

24 HOUR SERVICE
SLACKS W1411 DIVIlOPIN4 & 1.111110.6
ODA( WOW MOM & St,OIS

66 So FIRST SI Downtown So lose
1084 lINGOIPI AYE Willow/Glen
56 VAUD’ /AIR Shopping Center
411D8I4I85ITS ill Palo Alto

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

YOU may never go back to ordinary shopping!

eastridge
(0-oens
wed., may 12

Farewell
Concert
Tonight

JAMES BISHOP
Bureau Deputy Chief

Spartaguide

PENNEYS and MANY FINE SHOPS
Prepare yourself for a wonderful new experience
.. an exciting new adventure in shopping. You’ve
never seen anything like eastridge before. It will
spoil you for any other kind of shopping.
Here you will find a totally new concept in shopping conveniences and customer comforts. Here
you will shop in a beautiful new atmosphere...
bold new design smart new shops
"climatecontrolled- malls -3 levelsexpansive courts and
lounge areascolorful landscapingstriking
sculpture. Come, see for yourself. It will spoil you!
LARGEST IN THE WEST!
COMING SOON! 3 MORE DEPARTMENT STORES
LIBERTY HOUSE MACY’S SEARS
MORE FINE SHOPS AND
SERVICES

The music of Peter Mennin, Donal Michalsky and
Percy Grainger will be performed by Dr. Vernon Read
and members of the SJS
Symphonic Band tonight in
the Concert Hall at 8:15.
Also scheduled for performance is Brent Heisinger’s
recent work, "Statement
1971." Heisinger is currently
on leave from the Music Department, working on the
Hawaii Curriculum Project.
Heisinger’s work captures
the spirit of the times, involving man’s struggle for
peace and the inevitable turmoil involved in that
struggle. Along with "Statement 1971" will be performed Alan Hovhanness’
"Symphony No. 14, Ararat."
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VITAMINS & MINERALS
ORGANIC PRODUCE & GRAINS

10-20% OFF

475 E. SAN CARLOS
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eastridge

a new era in shopping

tully rd. east & quimby rd.- san jose
yolk

35 S. 411t
287-5410

SPECIALIZE IN THESIS

Near 10th- 295-6600

was a part) that originally
committed American support to South Vietnam. He
claims they truly believed
it was in the country’s best
interest to stop communism in Asia.
"The problem is that Nixon has not changed one
iota since the 1950’s," he
said. "His Nixon Doctrine

doves in Congress, Morse will continue
his SJS visit today with more class lectures and a major speech at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Daily Photo by Dave Thurber

Business Banquet Set

SAN FRANCISCOAtty. Gen. John N. Mitchell compared
last week’s Mayday demonstrators to Hitler’s brownshirts
yesterday in a speech at the 51st annual conference of the
California Peace Officers Association.
"Nothing else," remarked Mitchell "could have been
done" except to make the mass arrests that swept protestors
off Washington’s streets by the thousands.
"I’m proud of the Washington city police," Mitchell said.
"I am proud that they stopped a repressive mob from robbing the rights of others."
He expressed alarm over what he termed "a growing
threat to civil rights in this country." That is, he said, "the
trend of extremist groups, in the name of free assembly and
free speech to deny freedom of others."
Mitchell criticized what he termed "sideliners stepping
forward to sympathize with the law-breakers and fault the
police.
"Unfortunately we find a few occupying high office, including some in the United States Senate," he said.
Mitchell did not name the senators to whom he referred.
One of them, Mitchell said, "dragged out" the tired old
comparison with the Nazis.
"Perhaps it is good that he brought this up, because I would
like to recall another group of civilians who roamed the
streets of Germany in the 1920’s, bullying people, shouting
down those who disagreed with them, and denying other citizens their civil rights," Mitchell said.
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FORMER SENATORWayne Morse, a
Senator for 24 years from Oregon, began
his two day stay on campus yesterday by
appearing in three class sessions and
holding an open seminar. One of the first

By MARK LEVINE
Special to the Daily
Can a 70-year-old former
United States Senator find
happiness as a resident in an
SJS .:o-education dorm?
Former Senator Wayne
Morse of Oregon may have
the answer but it may not represent the consensus.
Morse is eating, sleeping
and talking in West Hall
during his two-day stay and
seems to be enjoying it.
"The food is good," he exclaimed during his huge
Monaay breakfast of two
poached eggs, sausage, two
pieces of toast, coffee and
orange juice.
Morse has taken over the.
room of Reggie Toran IRA,
fifth floor) who is now in
another room destined to
sleep on a waterbed.
A cease fire has been ordered to thcae who enjoy
loud psychedelic music,
dormitory pranks and loud
screams. Toran emphasized
that the male residents are
aware that Morse is their
dorm-mate. A large sign
posted on the door stating,
"Please Do Not Disturb"
made sure of that.
As Morse entered the residence hall cafeteria he dutifully presented the food
checker with a guest pass
that had been purchased beforehand by AS. Most of the
early breakfast-risers did

Top Students Honored

Mitchell Raps Demonstrators

TODAY
Chicano Asociacion de
Arte, 3 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
Executive Council of Business Students (ECBS), 2
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe. Important meeting for members and interested students
to discuss plans for next
semester.
ChiAlpha, 8 p.m., 434 E. Williams St. Bible study.
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
Orientation meeting for women interested.
Theta Sigma Phi, 7:45
p.m., C.U. Pacifica. Valerie
Dickerson (now Mrs. Coleman) will speak. She works
for KRON TV channel 4 in
San Francisco.
WEDNESDAY
Young Americans For
Freedom, 2 p.m., C.U. Diablo.
Phi Sigma Alpha, 3 p.m.,
C.U. Almaden. Dr. John
Wettergreen from the political science department will
speak.
Book Talk, 12 noon, C.U.
Cafeteria. "The Children Of
Frankenstein."
Immigration Service, 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m., Intercultural
Center, San Fernando and
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Shopping Hours 9:30 am 10 9:30 pm, Monday thru Friday - 9 30 am to 6 pm, Saturday Noon

10 5, Sunday
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SJS Three Wins From Crown
Its %Uhl. / SNIP
Pads Sports 14 Mei
II 1,11 .11e11 team gets as
1,ot a 1191111V of what it has
t..a SM.; now has with the
P.icitic Coast Athletic Association baseball title on the

THE STOPPER-Spartan sophomore Mike
Rusk won his fourth PCAA game Friday.
beating C.C. Santa Barbara. 14-1. The righthander has been coach Gene Menges’ No. 1

pitcher all season long, constantly facing the
top pitcher from the other conference clubs.
Friday Rusk will be called again to open a
big series with L.A. State.
-Daily photo by Carlo Brusaschetti

SJS Golfers Goal
PCAATitleRepeat
By RICH KENDALL
Daily Sports Writer
The SJS golfers are practicing until Friday when they
will defend their Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
Championship tournament
title May 17-18 at San Diego’s
Torrey Pines Course.
"The conference meet will
be a real test," coach Jerry
Vroom said last week. "San
Diego State is one of the finest teams in the nation, and
the tournament is being
played on their home course.
That cannot hurt them."
Vroom is less than ecstatic
about his team’s tournament
play this season. The Spartans won part of the LA Stat.!.
Invitational and then took
seventh out of 30 teams in the
Fresno Classic and sixth in
the Western Intercollegiate
Championships.
Recently
they finished a distant
second to Stanford in the
U.S. Collegiate Invitational
at Palo Alto.
SJS made their final dual

match effort of the year May
3 a success by outplaying the
Stanford Indians 18’2 to 8’2
at San Jose Country Club.
The victory was the Spartans’ second over the Indians
this year and marked the
dual match season with a
nine match winning streak.
They lost only their opening
match to Cal State Hayward.
Junior Steve Hakes and
senior Steve Bohn each fired
one under par 69’s to lead the
Spartan win. Senior Kelley
Moser, who earned honorable mention All-American
last year, but has played inconsistently this year, was
matched with Stanford’s
first team All-American
Tom Watson. Moser shot par
70 to become the third low
shooter of the day. Watson
soared to 75.
Including Moser, the Spartans have had a golfer
named All-American nine
times since 1961, but this
season they don’t have a
dominate player. Each

match a different player has
been low shooter. Vroom
said recently, "We don’t
have a No. 1 man, and I
couldn’t pick one right now.
We have had some players
play well, but no one who has
dominated who we can depend on to shoot low. I think
this has contributed to our
showing in tournaments,
where say if we had a player
shoot a pair of 70’s we could
have won."

Netters
Contest
Indians

A month and a half ago,
the SJS tennis team was riding along with a perfect record in dual match play.
Then the Stanford Indians
came to the Spartan courts
and scalped the netters 9-0
for SJS’ first loss of the year.
Today, the Spartans will
try to reciprocate in kind, as
they travel to Stanford to
take on the highly ranked Indians in a rematch.
Coach Butch Krikorian’s
team is coming off an overwhelming victory in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association finals last Thursday and
Friday, scoring 52 out of a
possible 54 points in the conference finals.
With the conference finals
out of the way, the Spartans,
with a 14-4 record on the
year, will attempt to beat
last year’s 14-7 mark.
Against Stanford, the
Spartans will go with the
same six men, against a
team ranked in the top five in
the country.
That means another dual
between Carlos Kirmayr, the
Spartans’ No. 1 man against
Roscoe Tanner, Stanford’s
first singles player and
second place runner-up in
the National Collegiate Athletic Association tennis finals last year when he competed as a freshman.
This year, Kirmayr and
Tanner have one win apiece
in head -to-head competition.
Kirmayr upset Tanner in the
Northern California Intercollegiates early in the year
and Tanner revenged that
loss with a 6-3, 6-4 conquest
B()HN CHIPS -Senior Steve Bohn shot a one under par 69 to over Kirmayr when Stanford
tie teammate Steve Hakes for madalist honors as the Spar- played the Spartans.
tans beat Stanford in the final dual match of the year, May 3.
SJS defends it’s PC AA Tournament Championship beginning
at Torrey Pines Course, home of tournament favorite San
Diego State.

Thu Spartans have five
rain outs tip make up before
Own. season ends. If they can
iii, hree of those five, the
liampionship is theirs. If
hhlt’y only win two, the title
goes to Fresno State which
finished its season Saturday
at 13-8.
Fresno won two PCAA
games over the weekend to
finish the year at .619, six
percentage points behind the
Spartans who boast a 10-6
record. The Spartans remain
a half game behind Fresno
thanks to a two out of three
weekend against U.C. Santa
Barbara.
Three wins would give the
Spartans a tie with Fresno in
the standings, but since
they won the season series
from the Bulldogs, 4-2, the
title would belong to SJS.
Friday night in Municipal
Stadium the Spartans make
up the first of those five
rained out games against Cal
State Los Angeles. If the
Spartans win that game,
and sweep a doubleheader
with LA. State Saturday,
they’ll have the PCAA pennant without being forced to
play two makeups with
Santa Barbara.
If LA. should win one of
those, Santa Barbara must
come north for two games to
end the season. The job
ahead is well understood by
the Spartans and their coach
Gene Menges, who plans no
special strategy moves to get
the three wins.
When asked yesterday if
he would juggle his rotation
to put his best pitcher
against weaker opposition,
Menges said, "I want to win
the first game against L.A.
so I’ll pitch (Mike) Rusk
against
whoever
they
throw."
Rusk has been the stopper
for Menges all season, winning his fourth PCAA decision in Santa Barbara Friday. The sophomore right
hander lost a shutout bid in
the ninth when a fielder lost
a fly ball making the final
score, 14-1.
"If it hadn’t of been for
that they wouldn’t have
scored off Rusk for a week,"
Menges replied. His other
starters weren’t quite as
comforting last weekend
however.
In the first of two Saturday
Raleigh Rhodes carried a
seven run lead into the ninth
inning but was relieved with
two outs in the same frame
after allowing five runs.
Terry Galyean came on to

Women
Tackle
Broncos
The women’s spring sports
season ends today at 3 p.m.
with the tennis team’s final
match against the University of Santa Clara.
"We expect to win," commented coach Dr. Edith
Lindquist. "Santa Clara is
quite a bit like us in playing
ability."
Donna Cosio will be first
singles for the team again
this week. Miss Cosio was also first singles in last week’s
match with U.C. Berkeley.
The team lost to Berkeley, 60.
Also in singles competition
will be Sylvia Young, second
singles, and Ellie Segrus,
third singles.
The doubles teams will be
Linda Davidson-Fran Lee
first doubles; Peggy Redyard-Jackie Restivo, second
doubles; and Jeanne Robb
Pat Hampton, third doubles.
So far this season the team
has had only one win against
San Jose City College. In
addition to the defeat by Berkeley, the squad suffered
loses to Stanford and Fresno
State.
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WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A tree
public meeting discussing humanism
and the organized humanist move
men!. will be presented by the
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE. Fr, 17 Mar 8 m at 735 N 2nd
57 Call 294 5017 for more onformatoon
SINGERS-CAREER TRAINING
Professoonal Today’s
BEGINNERS
Music or classical. Harmony Way
Voice Piano Guitar Studio 286 6917

1970 Honda CB 350 with under WOO
mite, Large luggage rack. Colors
red & white with chrome tenders 5650
or best offer Call 377 $732 Evenings
Palo Alto
CYCLE TIRES for dirt, 1147 an
Dunlap, 1 00 18. 3 25 19, S25 00 Call
Craig 12 5 at /93 0616
63 FORD P.250. 1. Ton Pick up, cmpr
shell. 4 wh Or, 4 sp, rblt. 17.000 mi
S1000 7060100
61 Austin Healy, run, good. asking 5550
or best offer, contact this number at
anytime. 787 5169
TRIUMPH 61 TRI rebuilt engine New
clutch, tires brakes, shocks, new top
Asking 51075 Dale 298 3738

, 25 acres.
COMMUNE AVAI
Trinity Co Includes 7 houses, small
lake, stream, lots of trees & water
Garden area, adjoins public land
Cash price
545.000 29 per cent down Write
Owner agent Box 245 Coyote. Calif

1941 Austin Mono Cooper, excellent,
stored 74.000 miles. beautiful body
and inferior Extras Time 2009633

Sores want lode something about the
environment. Clean up a Public park
For infor Call Don 225 3117

VW la Champer low mileage New ’67
Eng Paint, Tires, FM, Upol, Stove.
Tent IMAC 51745. 356 2367

CAR RALLY, STANFORD SHOP.
PING CENTER lin Palo Alto) Satur
day, May 15th. by SPORTIN’LIFE
53 00 Any car and beginners welcome
Start anytime between 6 and 9 pm

SPRITE, 1966. Clean, good condition
Best offer Phone 286 0407

The evidence is in the world’s turmoil
Our Lord Is Present and His Kingdom
Will soon be established on Earth as it
is in Heaven "Divine Plan of the
Ages" Box 594 Los Gatos. FREE No
Obligation
Eleanor’s Flowers of Los Gatos will
give you all the fr Ils & glamour of a
Florist Shop, but at low. low prices
Premium roses 53 95 doz. tea roses
11 95 cloz carnations SIX doe etc
Large, large selection of fresh cut
flowers potted plants. corsages &
Our
inexpensive arrangements
flowers are so fresh they lust last &
last 8. last Everything is wrapped
with mush fuss and ribbons (florist
boxes available) If you love flowers,
you’ll love our shop! 720 University
Ave Los Gatos (at the end of cyclone
fence behind Oak Meadow Park) 356
4839 or 356 6314 (Next door to
Eleanor’s Discount Fashions, Open 9
am to 7 pm daily and Sunday ’
day holidays
Did you know that there is a shop in
Los Gatos where you can buy a $90 suit
for 515, a 545 dress for Se. a $20 shirt for
$350 etc. etc", These clothes are new
and "barely used" thigh quality
Only’) You won’t believe the lovely
merchandise for so little money
teens, juniors
Ladies sizes 3 to 24,
and childrens Five rooms of clothes to
choose from come see Once you
come in you’ll never ship anywhere
else If you have a small budget and
the -Champagne taste" this shop is for
vou We have I Magnins. Catalinas,
White Stag, Lino Diamonds, Christian
Doors etc As I said you won’t believe
the lovely clothes for so little money
We are called Eleanor’s Discount
Fashions of Los Gatos. 770 University
Ave (at end of cyclone fence behind
Oak Meadow park) 356 4839 or 356
6314 Call for directions Open 10 a m
o m every day and Sunday too’
Wanted: Midterm no 2 and or Final
Era’’, for K irckham’s Soc 70 Will pay
55 each Call Joe 739 7833 after 7 pm
GARAGE SALE SUNDAY June 6th
at 179/0 Nash Road Los Altos near
Foothill Junior College Come shop for
things you never thought you Could
buy from 10 a m to Spm LOW LOW
PRICES.

1941 MG 1100 Sedan. Runs good 5.450 or
best offer Call 8619590

62 Valiant Reliable. Good Tires.
Brakes, new battery. recent paint,
5575. 786 4734
FOR SALE 59 Pontiac, cony 369 2o
auto trans. radio, heater, good tires all
power. SI75 PH 276 5874

WATERBEDS From 550 A,I sites
incl Round & 749 Jumbo Sexually
benef
Alive. Moving w you, en
hancing your energies Healthy. float
mg freely w perfect back support so
you can sleep well YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del
alas Ave 1 rni from SJS on Park Ave,
Will trade waterbed for Fr, Phone
anytime BU6 1263
GOOD BUY. King Size mattress Box
Springs & Frame 5250 value for 5100 or
best offer Call 734 4831

63 VW Van: 65 1500 engine 600 best
offer Karin 123 9178 Santa Cruz.
1960 nimbler American, new battery
new paint, 3 new tires, radio, looks
great 5250 298 0436 ask for Bill.
’61 Corvette 327,350 H.P Ispd. Hurst
American mags with wide red line
tires 2 tops, both on good shape. Much
more. MO or best offer Ph 264 45441
after 5 pm
’54 CAD. great reliable trans.. all
works recent tune-up, goOd tires.
NEEDS NOTHING! 5100. 298 3564.
Dan
WANTED: BSA stock gas tank & side
covers for 650 lightning model 1961 70
Cash or will trade Into fiberglass ones
Call 266 4863
Triumph TR3, 1959. Rebuilt engine,
Transmission, TRIP AROUND THIS
summer. 5550 or bent Offer 297 7906.
NEED! 3-sp. col. shift transmission
for 1959 chevy Panel truck Will pay
Cash Call Bill anytime 265 0194.
PORSCHE 1965 356C, Excellent
condition, Best Offer Phone 353 709/
after 6 p m
HONDA 255 Scrambler, needs some
work looks great Call Dave, 265 9324
Will accept anything over 5500

DISHWASHER WANTED.
Restaurant 545 5 2nd Street
297 5861
LOST AND FOUND

ART STUDENT: To sketch what
various parcels might took like after
rnprovements have been built on
them Work on your home on your
spare t.me Male or female. 296 4304

led

Parakeet LOST -Lt. Blue, very tame &
friendly if found please leave cries
sage at 469 E San Carlos REWARD
LOST SAT. TerrierShep pup 6 mo
black face "Rufus" 287 4829 or 354 9204
REWARD! 537 So 10th

HOUSING 161
Free Room A Board for girl over 18
years old as a companion to individual
with speech difficulty. Near campus.
Call Robert 298 2306

APT FOR RENT - modern Fury,
across from S.15 230 E San Salvador.
Summer rate S110.
FANTASTIC 213 bdrm. apt. for rent
for summer 11411 Quality turn AEK.
WW Carpet, pool, rev room By far the
nicest apts on school area. Reserve
now.
Call
287 7590
470
So 11th St San Jose

THE LIVING BED The original and
Only guaranteed HEATED waterbed.
By Innerspace Environments. Don’t
be misled by Cold pees Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar 10 yrs. With
Bag, safety loner heater I auto con
trol See at 1424 Searcy Dr. SJ nr. Al
rnaden Copy 265 5465 or in Okl. 743.
0360

FANTASTIC 2 & 3 bdrm, apts. for rent
for summer Stall. Quality turn. AEK,
WW Carpet, pool. rec room. By far the
nicest apts in school area. Reserve
now, Call 7877090 470 So. 11th St, San
Jose

PISCEAN WATERBEDS1850 W San Carlos I lust West of the
Gap, Twin 520 King Queen 574
Safety liner 52 F names $14 Heated
King complete w frame S99 10 Yr
guarantee on all beds 294 1455 Come
in and see our right on products Ask
about our NRO policy 794 1455

HOUSE.4 Bedroom with fireplace.
Near campus on So Ills St. S250 per
month Ph 793 5450
HOUSES- Women for summer and
next school terms Will accomodate
groups of 4 and 6. Call at 406 So, 11th
St

FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing
flud 529 95 buys you a King Size undu
Wing amobea Aqua Snooze Water
beds 1415 The Alameda 286 3544
SURVEYOR’S Transit and Tripod,
degree Of angle indicator. orig S250.
now 555 793 4583

62 Pontiac Catalina VII, Power
Steering and brakes, 2 new tires, new
battery. 377 4009 after 6 PM
Are you interested in earning S1000,
$2000, or more and still have time to
spend the summer at the beach? Call
Sydney Schutt-latter at 371 2797.

MUST SELL
Rollif lex 2 8F with
Plener Lens, meter. Rollikin 35mm
film adapter. Rolliflash, filter, hood.
Excellent coed Orig S550, asking S275
or offer Albert 275 9132.
NIKON CAMERA NEW SACRIFICE
356 5681.
GARAGE SALE SUNDAY June 6th
at 12970 Nash Road Los Altos near
Foothill Junior College Come shop for
things you never thought you could
OW from loam to 5 m LOW LOW
PRICES’
MOVING, must sell couch and match
mg chair SAS Two stuff chairs In ROW
condition make offer 292 5172.
WEDDING GOWN: Cost SI95. Sell 550.
Size 11 12 Nylon Organza & Lace
A Line
Detach Train
Empire
Welcome to try on 786 4849

53.00 per tie., Male & Female Need
Money for food, rent, books, car? II
YOu are willong to work, we pay 3.00 hr
After qualifying require car & neat
appear Fuller Brush Co 225 5513

Seeking companion for boys ages? and
4 during summer Days 7428036
Nights 225 4946
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Extra large bdrrn apt Modern 5160
per mo 643 So 8th 294 4749

EXPEL FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING EX ENGLISH TEACH
ER, IBM ELEC TYPEWRITER
MARY BRYNER COLE 241 6441 After
5 30
RENT A TV OR STEREO NO Deposit.
Free Delivery. Free Service. Cali
Esche’s 251 2598,
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 2984104.
SPECIAL STU
TV’S FOR RENT
DENT RATE 59.00 per month. Cali
377 2935
AUTO INSURANCE - MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused Annual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
24 & over S94, Married 21 24 $163
Single men 24 & under 5250. Mr. Toil
2113000
ELECTRIC
THESIS TYPING
DisertaHons
Reports
Master’s
Marianne Tarnberg, 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395, San Jose.
Artists’ model. Rates arranged
Artists, Students, groups. photo
graphers Legit. Phone Alice 287.1625
CUSTOM TAPING Quality work 418
Track Cassette Reel, Reasonable
Prices, Fast Service Open Evenings
’Ti) 8 p.m RECORDS UNLIMITED,
1795. First.
TYPING Term papers, thesis, etc
Pica type. Experienced & reasonable
Will edit. 294.3772.
STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast,
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter
phone 2446501
2 cents Xerox copies to SJS Students
College Copy. 42 E San Antonio St
San Jose 267 9311
FUTURE CPA’s
Learn How to
prepare for the CPA Exam, Becker
CPA Review Course Call Collect 1415’
781 4395 or 14081 251.8446.
Need a bsbysitter in the SJS area,
Call 2920341 Good references avail
able
PfliSONAIS

Until national and International pre
judices are effaced in the reality of
spiritual brotherhood, true progress,
prosperity and lasting happiness will
not be attained by man Baha’o Writ
ings 248 5640

HOUSE TO SHARE with two present
girls Will accomodate three more
Private bedrooms 300 block on S. 11th
St Phone 295,2660

REFINED, FURNISHED ROOMS,
Male, K P No drinking Or smoking
/93 30613
Summer Rates now available, for 38. 3
hedrm apts, air cond, turn. call now,
775 1974 695 S. 11th St
clean modern Apts. Free Park
mg 2 Wks from SA. Low Summer
rates 580 For a I brim fury Call now
and reserve for summer or fall 297
1930
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Previously ATO House, Now Coed.
Jr’s to Grad Students $26 Share, 533
single weekly Includes Continental
Breakfast, Dinner. Maid Ser En
closed courtyard, color TV, Parking
Phone 293 7374
Now taking applicantions for summer
& fall for huge 1 bdrm 1, , bath AEK
Summer rates 5105 Call 2958304

TOWNHOUSE: 2
share is one other
torn 2 torten’s. 1,
787 7071. Suierner

3 girls needed to
summer & or fall
blk from SJS Call
S140 Fall $200

TYPING. (my home) 779 Bird Ave 7
minutes from campus. 75 cents per
page, double space) Call Mrs. Luppo,
293 8544,
RESTRICTED 5 DAY DAYTIME
PARKING OFF STREET. PAVED &
MARKED, IN & OUT PRIVIlege 57.50
PER MONTH. V.F.W. PARKING
AREA, 430 SOUTH 415 ST. PHONE
295 9648 OR 378 8976 FOR INFORMA
TION.
Straight guy wants swinging chick for
traveling campanion ’round the world
chlaollhantuep32m6ousnt pa. ey,,,,owinngesspenses
NEED
3spd
column
shill
transmission for ’59 chewy panel truck
Will pay cash Call Bill anytime 265
0194
Driver to go back EAST via Denver.
III. & Ohio June 1 IS Min luggage,
Automatic VW Call 193 1100 After Sot
244 5100 at noon JACKIE
FREE
DERMACULTURE
TREATMENTS 25 year old US
patented facial therepy process for
problem skin, pimples, acne, wrinkles.
Call 867 1010 in Saratoga
TRANSPORT /WON
5269 L.A. to EUROPE 6 16 to 9 IS & 6 30
tog 3 Large savings on cars & charter
flights to Israel, Greece & most other
countries Dr French 12131 277 $200 C
0 Sierra Travel of Beverly Hills MS
Santa Monica Blvd
ADVENTUROUS
FOREIGN
STUDENT FROM Latin America
would like to meet e coed to bicycle
through parts of Mexico L Central
America this summer. Destination
Venezuela. Call 10.00 AM 380 PM or
10 00 PM 2-00 AM Carlos 193.2058.
E UROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS
Several schedules Ave olable from West
Coast to London, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt Winter flights 11250 to S325
Spring and Summer flights $280105525
roundtrip. and 5160 to 517$ newsy
Coordinator Prof M
R. Past
247 Roycrof I Ave Long Beach, 901103
213438 3179,

No Wends on cancentd ode Punt pear AA hem
lot WS

One day

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

Spaghetti--Garlic Bread & Salad
1001 FIRST ST. SAN JOSE 293-9316

STUDIO APT. on 15th St $40 includes
water and garbage Summer only
AEK Call 275 5563 after 6 p.m Mon
Thurs

Ants for Rent Summer rates on 1 & 2
bedroom furnished, 625 S. 10th No 6,
7849076 in the evenings.

1.2 upper din girls to share unusual 3
bdrm apt in house (top floor) turn
summer 567. Fall S85 own Codrrn
Phone 798 6/28 Terri or Sue

69 FORD LTD ’roughest full power,
every imaginable option, ’miner
condition. Car must be seen to apprec
its value S2150 Call 2116 2612.

Furnished 3 room apt. Cheerful is
Clean Want quiet married couple :
blks to SJS Call at 406 So, 11th Street

Jewelry Custom design in cost gold
and silver One of a kind wedding
bands IS other things. Geo. Lar ’more
Old Town (in the back) 351880,4.

Room in suburban home k itchen pri
volages 5751 month plus 4 hours yard
work per week References 264 9619
Eves

STOCK CLERK, 3 hours daily, after
noons. in frozen food whse, per
rnenent Pleasant year round i0b. 52 35
per hour 815 W San Fernando near
the Alameda & Sunol Sts

needs cheap living
Grad Stud
arrangement beginning summer Woli
consider apt manager job, roommate,
or commune, studious atmosphere
essential 253 9479 btwn 1 I 5

FEMALE looking for apt near SJS
where nice. clean kitty is allowed.
Must have pool. Please call 297 0650
alter

BIG, OLD house near campus We 3
people need another roommate Own
turn room 557 50 mo 286 0341

HI LP Yf ANTED If:

room available ill house from June to
Sept 550 or less Lg sunny room Nice
house, warm people 795 9490

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body. Darlene M Miller RE 247 No
Third. San Jose, 295 0995

Summer rental - 2 bedroom available
now 1,2,3 bedroom available 615
Modern. Furnished, AEK, Roomy, I
blk from campus Summer rates. 296
4965

FOR SALE: Sony stereo tope recorder
TC 200 $125 or best offer. Also Puegot
10 speed bike 560. 295 4863.

Female roommates] wanted for sun
mer & Fall Share 2 bdrm apt wan ;
girls Grad preferred Call Pam 219
6927

ROOMS. Men, cheerful, airy, wall to
wall carpet Furnace heat Quiet 406
So I 1 th St

House for Rent. Furnished N. 11th 3
Blks SJS, 4 students 2 Bdrms, fruit
trees, own garage Call 586 01135, 7 Or
after wk days, anytime wkends Ask
for Denise or Tommie

CAMERAS DISCOUNT: one-third off
regular price; new with full warranty;
meter brands, Canon, Nikkermat,
Pent.. etc Also accessory lenses. 321.1903 S 0 p m

Female roommate needed to share
bdrm turn apt at Valley West 595 g
mo Contact Marlene at 7111 0497

FOUND: Female Terrier type pup.
red collar Call 2916414. cut 2175
loam 5 pm or come to MU 708

Townhouse Summer Rates, 2 bedroom
$125 446 S llth Street Phone 0967143.

11169 AUSTIN AMERICA Yellow aspd
Clean inside and out. Call Tuesday
Sunday. 2136505 Ask for Dave. 5700
Firm

/Nounl tar
ratr aid,
bona) line

Si

Houses Women for Summer & next
school term Will accomodate groups
or 4.6. and? Call at 4065. 11th.

ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC H . a biode
gradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shaklee distributor at
252 4286

clays

Elias
Phone

ROOMS. Men Cheerful, airy. wall to
wall carpet Furnace heat. Quiet. 406
So 11th SI

67 MOB Good Condition, Must Sell.
S1150 287 5922

OS VW camper, Excellent condition,
rebuilt engine 5I800 Call 326 8327 or
297 9957 Ask for Dave

Build good income that will continue
the rest of your life Won a book schO
iarship for the fall Cali Mr Hall for
details at 7953300

Large
SUMMER RENTAL - Girls
double rooms w kitchen privileges,
TV. Piano. Study rooms, I block from
campus 145 per month 294 1581.

Ministry of T
. Foreign car
repair Competitive rates, excellent
work. 701 Lincoln Ave 293 0601.

Austin Hisslyi110-6, 57’ Meth very good
Body fair. New top, windows, tires
great road car. 5750. 227 9293

or men &
JOB OPPORTUNITY
women Sales SI 65 700 pr hour Must
he reliable 265 3377

STUDENT HOUSING for summer and
next fall, low summer rates. Studios
apts 1. 2 bdrm apts and 2 tog bdrm
homes 287 4900

1970 Hodaka 100. Full street legal
Only ridden 1350 miles Like new For a
good buy and bargain at 5575 call 764
7049

FOR SALE: ’66 VW, good condition.
call Dennis 287 73137 after 6 30 P

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north
to AL ASK A and YUKON, around V.400
a month For complete inforrna.ion
write to JOB RESEARCH, PD Box
161. Stn A Toronto, Ord Enclose 55 to
rover cost

IVY HALL
Single, double roOms,
across from administration building
available for summer (summer rates)
Excellent kitchen & community room
faciiities. Call 292 8177 or 253 8434.

FOR SAFF 131

PORCHE 611 91IT 12.000 mo AM FM 5
speed, forest green mint condition
take over lease or 55200 356 9316 or
241 5776

FROM 6-8

273 E. San Fernando 2 9 5.1
Bring this ed-ons per person

Sella IN I 1

Austin Healy Sprite 64 Convertible,
rebuit engine 67 trans, new tires, very
good rond 5550 or best offer Call 286
1985 or 241 2998

3 files
4 lines
5 lines
6 bees

In Town
$1.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT
NOW! EVERY TUESDAY

the Diablo staff which gave
Fresno only eight runs in
their three game series.
LA. started the year with
a miserable 2-7 mark but has
rebounded to take five of its
last nine escaping the PCAA
basement.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Thee
(Inc

The Biggest and Best
ISAVE

home run of the PCAA season to take over the league
leadership, while left fielder
Al Ariza raised his average
to .400.
SJS leads the conference
with a .288 average but may
be cooled off this weekend by

CLASSIFIED RATES

PRESENTS

SAVE MONEY

TIME

1

strike out the Nth hatter of pasting
The Spartans displayed
the
inning
preserving
Rhodes’
third
PCAA more good hitting down
south, a good omen for this
decision.
In the second Santa Bar- weekend IA hen they face a
bara game, Dave Iniwalle strong I.A. pitcning staff.
Third baseman Brian
was blasted for four first inning runs en route to a 8-2 Nakamoto blasted his fourth

" Fanienell (1)
lemon II)
LJ Tnielperletion (I)
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